
Protect Privileged Accounts Manage Admin Access to IT Systems

Gain Centralized Control Track Access & Get 360° Visibility

Manage identities, access, and privileges 
across IT, cloud, and DevOps.

Securden

Privileged Access Management, 

as simple as it SHOULD be

Unified PAM



Protect Privileged Accounts

Discover and consolidate accounts

Manage shared admin passwords

Protect SSH keys, machine identities

Randomize passwords automatically

Manage service accounts & dependencies

Over 80% of cyberattacks happen due to mismanagement of identities, 

privileges, and access. Securden helps you protect all identities, regulate 

and monitor privileged access, and thereby significantly reduces the 

attack surface.

Provision, Manage, and Monitor Remote Access
Provision a one-click, granular, centrally controlled, fully audited, zero trust remote access to corporate 

IT infrastructure without VPN for employees and third parties.

Secure Remote Access

Launch secure, remote sessions (RDP, 

SSH,SQL) in a single click without copying 

and pasting the login credentials.

Access without Revealing Passwords

Grant remote access to devices and 

applications without showing the passwords 

to users and third-parties.

Ensure Just-in-Time Access

Grant Just-in-Time privileged access 

to devices and  applications to  IT staff 

with request-release controls.

Privileged Session Recording

Record the entire remote privileged sessions. 

Playback as videos. Continuously monitor 

activities.

Audit and Compliance Reporting

Track which individual IT staff has access 

to which resource. Monitor privileged 

activity and generate actionable reports.

Reliable, Scalable, Enterprise-Ready

Integrate with AD, Azure AD, LDAP, SIEM,

ticketing systems, MFA, and SSO. Manage 

large, complex, distributed environments.

Securden

Unified PAM
Deploy in minutes. Implement in days. Holistic security in a week.



Enforce Least Privilege with Application Control

Remove local admin rights across workstations

Elevate applications for standard users on-demand

Grant temporary admin rights

Control application usage by employees

Reduce help desk calls, employee frustration

Over 90% of critical vulnerabilities in Windows are related to local admin privileges. Unified PAM eliminates 

excessive rights and seamlessly elevates applications for standard users. Prevents malware attacks an malicious 

lateral movement. 

Multi-tenant for MSPs

Complete data segregation 

Personalized experience for your customers 

Scale and adapt with growing MSP needs

Multi-tenant architecture for managing multiple client organizations 

from a single interface. 

Mitigate Risks, Improve Efficiency, Ensure Compliance

Powerful automation capabilities, and remote 

access provisions in Securden help enhance 

the security posture and productivity of your 

organization.

Realize Rapid ROI

Gain complete visibility on who has access 

to what. Throw light over password hygiene 

across the organization and bolster internal 

controls.

Gain 360-degree visibility

Securden helps comply with IT regulations 

such as HIPAA, SOX, PCI DSS, GDPR and NIST 

which lay stress on access controls, password 

management best practices, and least 

privilege controls.

Achieve and Demonstrate Compliance

Securden brings in productivity benefits to 

IT security, operations, and helpdesk teams by 

automating access provisioning, password 

management best practices, and application 

control.

Improve Operational Efficiency



Personalized Demo
Do you want to see if Securden satisfies your requirements? 
Leave your contact information and a Securden technical 
expert will schedule a personalized online demo for you.

Why Securden Unified PAM?
Unifies management of identities, access,  and  privileges seamlessly. 

Provides a one-stop solution for organization-wide protection.

100% DIY. No training or special skills needed.

Automates Zero-Trust access. Analytics-driven security. 360 degree 

visibility over privileged access.

Unified PAM: 
One Platform. Holistic Security 
Discover and manage credentials. Control and monitor privileged activity, 

record sessions. Reduce risks related to privileged access. Deploy in 

minutes on-prem or host on private cloud instances.
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